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Dear Readers, Listeners and Lookers,
You might not know it, but each and every issue of the world’s greatest
tractor related magazine, Axes & Alleys, is printed in many different
formats. There are over two-hundred and eight different languages (209
to be exact) as well as picture-only versions for the illiterate. Believe it or
not, there is even an online version in PDF form that doesn’t exist; it’s all
just 1s and 0s inside of computers.
Be sure to enjoy this issue, and maybe even check out the handcopied Monastic edition, the Islamic edition which features very
few pictures of the prophet Muhammad, the Chinese version
which you have to read backwards, or the Dutch-Stereotype
version which comes with a tulip and wooden clogs.

Eva Green
appeared as
Vesper Lynd in the
good version of
Ian Flemming’s
Casino Royale.
She is much better
looking than either
Ian Flemming or
Cubby Broccoli.

Whichever version of this fine publication you happen to
be reading, be sure to enjoy it and the wonderful tractorrelated information contained therein.
xxx ooo
Delores R. Grunion
Editor-in-Chief

Written Correspondences
from
good
natured
gentlemen who have read
our
previous
installments and wish to comment on some aspects
thereof
Dear Axes & Alleys,
I thought “My Many Swords” was cute, you know,
that the author actually thought to write about their
use of fake swords. We all do it when we’re young,
but you never really think about it now a days. It
was neat how he could remember and connect
together all of the different fake swords he used
throughout his life. I don’t know, I can’t really
explain it. It was just cute.
Rev. Arielle Cornchowder
Flagpole, Ponderada
To the Editors, Axes & Alleys,
Hey wow. Sweet review. Thanks Jeremy!
Doug Marvin
Dirty On Purpose
Dear A&A,
I don’t know if you’re aware of the Dr. Keith Ablow
Show, but it’s certainly aware of one of your favorite
subjects: Dustin Diamond (Jared Diamond/Dustin
Diamond, Vol. 456-BR7 Issue 13). In an effort to
become more like all of the other bland midmorning talk shows from the past 20 years, the
show revisited the theme of child stars and how
they’ve screwed up their lives. Dustin was on and
very proud of his manager/girlfriend. He also made
a passing reference to the size of his pancreas (I
think). Anyway, you might like to tape that show
next time it’s on or something. Unfortunately Terry
McWhorty wasn’t on the show. You probably saw
him in the popular 1970s sitcom Mayor Dipples,
in which he played Tommy Dipples, the mayor’s
irrepressible son.
James Oglethorpe
Savannah, GA
Axes & Alleys,
A lot of people made fun of me for my comments
on the Senate floor about the internet being a series
of tubes. But did you know that I voted not guilty
on the perjury charge brought against Bill Clinton

during his impeachment trial in the Senate? I was
also one of the Flying Tigers. That should make
everything cool, right?
Senator Ted Stevens
Girdwood, AK
To the Editors,
Do you actually do anything at all anymore? I see
all the regular feature writers working hard and,
of course, Ms. R. Grunion is the best Editor-inChief of the last half-century. But reading over last
month’s issue, I couldn’t help but notice that those
other two editors of yours weren’t contributing
much to the magazine.
Jon Stewart
New York, NY
To The Historigon Editor,
Sir, your entry for the conception of Artabana
taking place during Justinuary of 21 AD is
incorrect. Sauren the Parthian sired Artabana this
month. Also, he used severed Roman heads to
impress girls, not captured helmets as you claim.
Violet Blue
Neekerbreeker, CA
Dear Axes & Alleys,
Your Justinuary cover model, Irene, sure is
dreamy. Can you please let me know how to get in
touch with her? Also, do you have plaster casts of
her feet?
Tom Baker
Turnbridge Wells, UK
A&A Dudes,
I spent several weeks with a dollar bill attempting
to forge the signature of the Secretary of the
Treasury. I still can’t do it very well. I’ve got the
Treasurer of the United States’ signature down pat,
though. It comes in handy when I have to sign in
at the front desks of buildings and forging checks.
Mary-Louise Parker
New York, NY
Dear Editors,
I have to say your “No Punning” sticker from
Sticker Page this month is excellent. I keep one
stuck to my shirt whenever I’m around my father
and he hasn’t punned once. Thank you!
George W. Bush
Washington, DC
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News of the World

Yes, There is a Drinking Fountain: The new Greenland will be open for business sometime in the early days of
the Second Quarter of 2007. Be sure to check out the videos. They even have a copy of Deep Space 9, Season 2.
Lobby, Greenland- Because of mounting financial
troubles Greenland, the world’s largest island, has been
relocated to a storefront in downtown Richland,
Elizabethia. After years of mounting debt leading to its
impending bankruptcy, the Greenland Executive
Management Service this week announced the
implementation of a retrenching strategy.
Haarf Goodmansdottir, acting representative for
GEMS, stated in a press release: “Most people don’t
realize how expensive it is to operate the world’s seventh
largest landmass 24 hours a day, six days a week. In order
to continue doing business we shall be moving all
operations to a new, inexpensive location. We apologize
for the disruption in service, but we’re moving effective
immediately. Any further whaling or wife swapping needs
are being handled through transitional offices in Iceland.”
Greenland’s old location measured 2,166,086
square kilometers, much of it ice covered. The new
Greenland will take up only 2500 square feet of
commercial space, including a back storage room, a lobby
and a fully-functional half-bath. A few of Greenland’s
larger towns, including Nanortalik, Paamuit, Sisimuit and
Qaanaaq Thule have been transferred to a four-tiered
aluminum shelf for safekeeping until the landmass can
solve its financial problems. Mount Gunnbjorn, at 3700
meters the island’s highest point, has been replaced with
a new highest point: an eleven foot tiled ceiling.
Unfortunately, a few of Greenland’s fifty thousand people
have been laid-off as the bunks in the storage room can

only accommodate four, or eight if they don’t mind
sharing.
Greenland’s new cashier (and former Prime
Minister) Hans Enoksen, told reporters “After all the
trouble we’ve had financially and with Denmark and the
EU, it’ll be nice to have a new set of neighbors. We are
looking forward to a cordial relationship with the Day ‘n’
Nite Deli and the Happy Smiles Nail Salon.”
The ice-covered landmass in the Atlantic is
currently vacant, although both Sinonipponesia and
Disney have reportedly made offers. Like many other
islands, the former site of Greenland is surrounded on
all sides by water, which analysts believe makes it
especially attractive to Disney.
“This is a difficult time, but one filled with the
opportunity to sell used furniture and appliances,” stated
one member of the Landstinget. “While we have lost the
world’s largest island, we have gained a Parcheesi set
which the old tenants left behind. I look forward to a few
games in the coming weeks, especially because those dice
cups are so much fun.”
If the new used goods operation is successful,
Greenland plans to implement a rent-to-own DVD
business and pay for one employee to take classes towards
a bachelors degree in notary public. Greenland will no
longer be just another place, but an all-inclusive
destination offering the chance to purchase a slightlyworn recliner, have signed documents made official, and
get on the path to home video ownership.

The March of progress

The Hague, EU- Delegates all agreed that Jupiter sure is large, Earth is chock-full of living organisms, and Venus is bright, but once
again Saturn, the ringed wonder between Jupiter and Uranus, took home top honors in the sixth annual “World’s Greatest Planet”
competition. Top runners up included crowd-favorite Mercury and dark-horse Twopiter, but neither were able to beat out Saturn’s
308 total votes. OGLE235-MOA53 and HD 114762 did not receive any votes whatsoever, though WASP 2 did win an honorable mention
for “Most Interesting Name, Extrasolar Category.”
Convention delegates are chosen from the astronomy community, the astrology community and through a lottery sponsored
by Go Icecream! Magazine. Each delegate receives three votes which are color coordinated (blue, yellow, pink) and may be cast in
any one of the ten categories. The initial categories are chosen by the host committee and include Best Color, Best Moons, Most
Interesting Chemical Composition, and Smelliest Atmosphere. Each of the 430 delegates casts their color votes (for a total of 1290
votes). The three categories with the most yellow cards are then chosen for the second round.
Delegates are divided into teams of ten members each, and each team chooses a candidate for each of the three second
round categories. After lunch and coffee, the teams break up and the second round of voting begins when the host committee members
distribute a one euro coin to each delegate. The delegates place their coins in copper pots representing each of the ten candidates in
each of the three categories. Only one vote may be cast in any category of the delegate’s choosing. Once the coins are placed, the pots
are weighed by the tallest member of the host committee.
If there is a tie the process is repeated again, though in this optional third round each team chooses a mouse from a clear
plastic hopper. The mice then run through any of the pre-chosen mazes provided by the host committee. The first three mice to make
it through the mazes determine the final, tie-breaking voting teams, who reorganize according to the proportions of specialists and
laymen at the competition and vote using black and white beans placed in a simple leather sack. Fortunately, no tie happened this
year.
In the competition’s only upset, Gravitational Microlensing beat out the Transit Method for “Best Detection Method.” Media
reports of Transit Method spokes-model Dr. Ira Shore’s poor sportsmanship and bad manners during the announcement were not
exaggerated, as the dethroned detection king ripped off his sash and stalked out of the Paard van Troje Concert Hall, knocking over
the open bar in the lobby.
The other results this year were astounding as well. For the fifth time in a row Saturn took home the famed silver goblet for
“World’s Best Planet,” while Earth and Mars tied for “Best Volcano,” and Neptune took home the title of “Best Gas Giant.”

This Month in History:
2001 AD: After opening a box of Lucky Charms™ cereal, cashier David Bowman exclaims “My God, it’s full of stars!”
1978 AD: Six-year-old Ruth West of Dublin, Virginia completes a wax-crayon-on-paper rendering of her family.
1950 AD: Edward Teller successfully convinces the US Government to fund his “Super Atomic Destruct-o-Pod,” later renamed the Hydrogen Bomb.
1932 AD: Former choir-boy Iosif Vissarionovich Dzhugashvili finds a new, snappier name for himself after reading through an imported comic book about
Superman.
1915 AD: A friend convinces Manfred Von Richthofen that red might be more suitable plane color than pink or periwinkle.
1876 AD: American President U.S. Grant, in an incident echoing Canute, spends half an hour firing a shotgun into the Potomac River.
1805 AD: Napoleon Bonaparte, in celebration of his victory at Austerlitz, shaves off his famous mustache and orders all extant portraits changed to reflect his
new, mustache-less state.
1770 AD: Georgia resident George Walton is forced to pay a Window Tax of seven shillings.
1654 AD: Haudenosaunee trader Nowadaga asks Frenchman Jacques Harve about the cost of metal axes.
1485 AD: Edsin of Leeds attempts to take up Richard III on his now-famous deal, by offering the king a pony. Angered, Richard tries in vain to explain
hyperbole to the man.
901 AD: Rolf Gadweneson decrees that the gog should replace the hulf as the official unit of field size.
79 AD: Using the power of steam and water pressure, Hero of Alexandria becomes the first person to split an atomic nucleus. While the experiment does
succeed, the nearby city of Pompeii never recovers.
14 AD: Caesar Augustus, shortly before his death, asks for and receives the little-known Third Settlement from the Roman Senate granting him the title of
Auarca Formator Magnus, or Great Cobbler.
3 AD: The unluckiest man in Han China, Li Yuan Bo, trips over a pig, falls down a flight of stairs, bowls over an imperial eunuch, and sprains his ankle, thus
missing his civil service test for Xindu City fowl purveyance inspector (goslings), grade 3.
12 BC: Finding a comet in the sky, his noodle soup cold, and the court bards incredibly dull, King Geumwa of Korea decides to play with his magnet collection.
102 BC: Lost on a trip from Puerto Rico, an Arawak Indian lands in Florida. He settles there. He is one of the few people to make such a voyage who could
legitimately start a sentence with “When I first came to this country…”
323 BC: Bectobenthes of Sparta, hanging around Mesopotamia after Alexander the Great’s death, makes one of the most artful, witty and elegant put downs
in history. Unfortunately the Babylonian he mocks doesn’t speak any Greek and goes about his business undisturbed.
568 BC: Pythagoras, age 14, struggles to learn how to tie his sandals.
776 BC: Parshvanatha, a revered figure of perfect enlightenment in Jainism, is found locked in a closet, tangled in his robes, with a particularly frustrated
look on his face. One rescuer is heard to snicker loudly.
803 BC: A penguin is caught by fishermen off the Iberian Peninsula. Though no one really complains, everyone agrees the meat is a bit gamy.
965 BC: Orctobaleneomathimphus the Cupbearer finally gets a vacation after fifteen years of service.
1500 BC: Polynesians import the pig to Fiji. While the pig doesn’t particularly wish to go, it realizes its social calendar is rather empty and thinks “Oh, what
the hell?”
1675 BC: The ancestors of the Yuki peoples arrive near Mount Hood in California. In an episode of historical coincidence, they also name the mountain Hood,
though in their language this roughly translates as “fetid pancreas.”
2001 BC: D’vshar Bo-min is accidentally infected with a bacteria which kills the parasitic worm that caused his lifelong blindness. “Bless the gods, it’s full of
those things,” he exclaims upon seeing the night sky for the first time.
2263 BC: Melthep the Akkadian has a bit too much prot-beer and insults Sermin the Akkadian’s wife. Sermin offers to let Melthep sleep with his wife in order
to disprove the charges.
12000 BC: Upnashatar breaks his leg on a solo hunting expedition. While he does figure out the secret of setting and splinting a broken bone, he dies before
he reaches home, delaying the spread of this valuable discovery for another 3000 years.
600,000 BC: Durg of the Brown Field People kills the last surviving dinosaur who, thanks to luck and an indeterminate life-span had survived for millions of
years.

our guide to novenclature
Newly Formulated Words to Describe the Previously Indescribable
Senthadure (n): A basketball game wherein both
competing teams’ scores require the use of a three digit
number to be tallied.
Anicathate (v: he anithates, she anithates, they
anithate / he anithated, she anithated, they anicathed
/ he anican, she anicana, they will anicathatia): The act
of a Vice Admiral opening a car door for a Rear Admiral
on a Tuesday afternoon.
Bant (n) An accumulation of bottle caps in a trash
receptacle.
Thereout (prep.) Used to distinguish an object which
is near two conversers and an object which is more
distance from the two observers.
Sogria (n) The warm burning sensation which
accompanies and immediately follows the consumption
of intoxicating liquors. Tympasogria (n) The similar
sensation manifested in the blood vessels and tissues
of the outer ear.
Litholeazation (n) The slowly dawning realization
that an object one believed was a rock is actually a dirt
clod.
Misingenious (n) One who, by accident, routinely tells
lies to the wrong person.
Sibrate (v: regular) The act of emitting a hissing sound
through the lips in a failed attempt at whistling.
Visent (n) A blank, or unemotional, expression used
in the playing of poker.
Rotacussion (n) A drum beat which resembles the
sound of a motor or engine, specifically that of a rotary
wing aircraft.
Chimley (adj.) Pertaining to or resembling an old,
battered, useless kite.

Orlumate (v: regular) The act of placing one’s mouth
around the end of a flashlight in order to allow the light
to create an orange glow while passing through the
translucent flesh of the cheeks.
Wrist (v: regular) To mutter a non-sensible phrase to
oneself while in deep thought, or while ruminating on
a subject or memory of great personal importance.
Dubniumesque (adj.) Pertaining to, related to, or
identified with atomic element number 105.
Carusiohnipistle (n) A correspondence which is
written in order to terminate a romantic relationship.
Oot (v: regular) The act of grasping another person’s
leg, thigh or knee as a sign of sexual attraction.

Lunution (n) The exact month within which a republic
or democracy is transformed into an empire via the
actions of a powerful individual politician.

Aldarss (n) An exclamation uttered while watching a
Zeppelin burst into flames.

Tyle (v: regular) To urinate while sitting down.

Coulromal (n) A sad or clinically depressed clown.

Gathe (n) The smell of burnt hair. Gæthic (adj.) That
which has a smell resembling burnt hair.

Jaep (v: regular) The act of reading a collection of new
words off of a website.
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How to Do It with
LeMuel LeBratt
with Permanent Guest Columnist Marcia
Spatzelberg
featuring Special Guest Columnist Rene Argonaut

Everyone enjoys listening to the music of a talented symphony orchestra. Wouldn’t it be nice to be able to listen to that music when you are
away from a concertorium or dance hall? Sure, record players are now available and they will allow you to listen to the works of great orchestralist
composers in your own domicile, but such players do not offer the option of portable playback. Wouldn’t it be great if you could listen to your
favorite arrangements of music when you were out walking, shopping or passing the time on a cable car? Now it is possible! Just follow these
easy steps and you will be on the go. On the go with music, that is.
What you’ll need:
1 record player or hi-fi system
2 loudspeakers
1 scissors
16 feet of stereo cable
1 bridle harness or other small collection of leather straps (make sure it fits comfortably around your head)
1 set of clamps or pliers
1 straight razor (with handle)
1 car battery
1 roll of duct tape
2 lemon fruities
1. First, locate the power cord on your record player. It should be the cord-shaped whatsit exiting the back of the player and terminating in a
pronged bit. Cut off the prong bit off using the scissors and use the straight razor to strip off approximately two inches of the plastic covering.
Separate the two wires.
2. Wrap the wires around the terminals of the car battery. Clamp them down and use clips if necessary. Some car batteries feature screw caps
on the terminals for ease in securing wires. Discard these.
3. Secure the speaker cables to the record player’s output terminals. Clamp them into the input lines of the loud speakers.
4. Attach the loudspeakers to the bridle harness and tighten it around your head so that the speakers are facing in toward your ears.
5. Tape the car battery to the side of the record player.
6. Unwrap your lemon fruities.
Yes, it’s that easy. Now just pick up the record player, put on your favorite disc and then strut down your local street in style with a cool,
portable soundtrack to accompany you and your lemon fruities. Have fun.

Illustrations of
An Axes
& Alleys ARTICLE
Humorous concepts

One of these is fresh ground pepper and the other is Uncle Alvarez’ ashes. I’m not sure
which is which, but I guess we’ll figure out as the meal progresses.

Thag not supposed to kill triceratops. Dinosaur not co-exist with Cro-Magnon man.

How do I know you’re a real alien?

Well, Mr. Thompson, we ran the tests and I can say it’s definitely not the flu.

Maggot, do you not know the difference between your RIGHT and your LEFT!?

So, your patent application says you’ve invented some sort of “Atomic Death Ray.”

Glacier National Park, Montana – My friend Thom told me I should check out a glacier before
they’re all gone due to something he calls climate change. I looked it up and it turns out there are
glaciers in the United States. So one of my editors gave me $25 for a bus ticket out here on the
border with Canada on the condition that I mock Alberta during my visit. I just gave it the finger,
British style, so that’s taken care of. Well, I don’t see what the BFD is. Majestic beauty, largest
reservoirs of fresh water on the planet, blah blah blah. It’s a big hunk of ice and there are plenty of
people who could, I don’t know, use fresh water that’s not stuck up on top of a mountain somewhere.
That’s another thing. I read in the Encyclopaedia Britannica that most glaciers are found
on mountains. So you have to do a lot of stupid hiking through nature to get there. After you wear
yourself out stumbling through wildflowers and other junk, the payoff is this big blue thing covered
in dirt. That’s right, glaciers are dirty, just like the grubby nature lovers standing around gawking at
them. And they’re too blue. Blue makes me angry.
Getting angry helped me prove another point. This one nature princess was going all Gaia
Theory on me and wouldn’t shut up, so I kinda shoved her. Into a crevasse. Which brings up another
point: you could die going to a glacier. They’re dangerous with all the crevasses in them and ice
rivers flowing under them into hidden lakes. If there’s one thing I really hate it’s too many crevasses.
I lost my beef jerky in one.
They’re also really cold. That’s another way to die; from cold. For instance, you could go
scuba diving in those lakes I mentioned; but when I went, one guy got stuck, got that hypothermia
thing, and died, all while I floated there watching him. I thought maybe all the thrashing he was
doing would keep him warm, but it just ripped up that fancy thermal suit of his.
So, glaciers move, which is something else I read. They get warmed up by the sun and the
ice melts and the water gets through all the cracks to the bottom of the glacier and it starts sliding
around. Boring! Sometimes they flow into a lake or the sea, which is actually kind of cool because
the ice makes a lot of noise and you can see the stupid thing falling apart right in front of your eyes.
It’s sort of neat that glaciers move all those rocks and reshape the land. Then you get awesomesounding topological features like moraines and drumlins. But when I think about it at the end of
the day, there are better ways to move rocks around. I got one of those rock tumblers from Spencer’s
Gifts which does it in two to three days.
The only good thing about my trip was the nacho stand near the Jackson Glacier. Except
for the fact that I had to eat them in the freezing cold, and the melty Velveeta they used pretty much
froze instantly, and the missing jalapenos on the top, it almost made up for coming out here in the
first place. I thought of writing another book called Nachos of the National Parks, but when I got
home I found out it was the only nacho stand in any of our national parks. That sucks, you know?
The Department of the Interior should have a little more respect for one of our national foods.

Ask Montezuma
Answers from the land of
The Feathered snakes!
Dear Montezuma,
Is it possible for me to exchange cowrie shells for money in
the United States? Alternately, is it impossible?
Doubles Farebanks
Hollywont, CA
Hallo Doubles! It is certainly possible to exchange cowrie
shells for monetary units in the United States. Simply
trundle down to your local cowrie shell purveyor, hand over
the appropriate denominations and soon you too can
experience the enjoyable effulgence of cowrie shell
ownership.
Dear Montezuma,
I am a 1960s and 1970s cartoon character (briefly revived in
the 1980s) which was used to advertise and promote certain
products. For each advertisement I asked a question, but
this question was never conclusively answered. Should I buy
laser or mechanical calipers?
Anonymous
9358 Postern Rd.
Lemuria North, PA 20963
I would guess that 50 caliber is much too powerful for your
use, Tootsie. In fact, a flare gun should suit your purposes
quite nicely. However, if the neighborhood children still
insist on stealing plums from your backyard, you might
consider fencing. It is slightly more expensive than firearms,
but it is also much easier to decorate.

Montezuma is an avid “Battleship” player,
whose favorite move is the classic D9. His
moped is coloured blue with while stripes.
Dear Montezuma,
Why don’t Hollywood filmmakers make movies for me, the
guy who enjoys four hour epic explorations of the poor in
1830s-era Philadelphia contrasted with the poor of the same
time period in Senegal as seen through the eyes of a lost
Russian trader angry at life and the Patriarch of Moscow?
Eldridge Cleaver
Sonoma, CA
EC, just the other day I planned a national press conference
in order to answer a similar question from Rodney Tripps,
a communicant from Montsylvania. Then your letter
arrived at my door-mounted mail-intake slot. One supposes
there is no point now in holding that press conference. ‘tis
a shame, really. All those reporters hungering for stories.
Now they shall have to create some of their noted reportage
on the local, duplicitous veterinary clinic billing customers
for name-brand flea shampoo when in reality the shampoo
they use is a generic from the grocery store next door. I
believe the owners of both businesses are in cahoots. This
is doubly ironic because your letter reminded me of the civet
cat.

Hey Montezuma,
Why do orthodontists have such bad breath?
Mary Pembroke
Evans, GA
I suppose the scope of their knowledge is impeded by being
such intricate specialists of the orthodontic arts. Sometimes
one gets the so-called tunnel vision when studying a
specialty so closely. If you would like to work to fix the
situation, you might consider tackling the problem by
exposing your orthodontist to some great thinkers like
Anaximenes, Anaximander, or Anaxagoras. They were
mostly wrong about everything (though Anaximenes came
pretty close on a couple of points), but this is something
which will expand the breadth of your orthodontist’s
interest through discussion.
Dear Montezuma,
I come from an alternate timeline where the mighty Roman
Empire never fell. As I have been stranded in your timeline
(where the Roman Empire fell almost 1600 years ago (we
wouldn’t count those Byzantine shenanigans)), I have a very
important question with which you can help me. What is a
whisk?
Publius Morcarum, called Chuck
New York, NY

I wouldn’t count those foppish Byzantines either, Chuck.
They attempted to hide this in those frescoes of theirs, but
you can tell that they looked more Greek than Roman. Just
look at those eyebrows! And, yes, they wore robes, too, but
the colors are absolutely Hellenic.
Dear Montezuma,
My cat won’t make hamburgers. Is there a way to fix this?
Cat Won’t Make Hamburgers
West Philadelphia, PA
CWMH, clearly you’re trying for some type of Cornishsounding nom-de-plume, but even the Welsh use an
occasional vowel.
Dear Montezuma,
If I drove from Bismarck, ND to Detroit, MI on my
motorcycle, how much gasoline would I use?
Michael Oliver-Thomas Omar Ralph Matthew Andrew
McMontenegro
Bath, SC
MOTORMAN, taking into account the average straight-line
distance between Bismarck and Detroit, factoring in a
southerly Arctic wind, and of course the likelihood of losing
at least one wheel on the way, I would say three. Of course,
if the interstate were to suddenly become sentient and
motile, this would likely be almost, but not quite, four.
Dear Montezuma,
Why are there only two major types of chowder (clam)?
Couldn’t there be three types of chowder (clam)?
Bindy Lumpkin
Lafayette, LA
I prefer a good boulliabase, Bindy.
Dear Montezuma,
I don’t have any CDs by the band Tilt. I enjoy their music
very much, even so. Is it possible for me to acquire the music
I enjoy for my own personal use?
D. Leonard Pinkerto
Splatonville, EL
Tilt is certainly one of the most exciting hardcore music
ensembles to come to prominence from the East Bay bastion
of Berkeley. They also have a female lead singer, so there is
of course not much more one could ask for in a musical
grouping. Something fun you might try is to compare them
to an ensemble of a completely different genre, for instance
the music of artist, producer, and actor Ice-T.
Dear Montezuma,
I saw an old woman at the shops who had red hair. Then, I
saw another woman on the roundabout near my house the
other day and she had blue hair. A lot of other old ladies
have white hair. It seems that they are supporting France.
Why are old women so unpatriotic?
Elmo Fudge
Shropshire, UK

Mr. Fudge, it’s not that the old ladies are unpatriotic. It’s
that the French have replaced all non-Frank elderly women
with Frankish duplicates. In fact, they are quite patriotic,
but towards France.
Dear Montezuma,
I met this guy today and he’s totally hot. The only problem
is that I met him in an encyclopedia and he’s been dead since
1883. Maybe that’s two problems…anyway. Could you
suggest a good brand of mixed, roasted nuts?
Sarah Brown
Augusta, GA
Sarah, I would suggest Peanuts™ from AgroFarm™.
Peanuts™ are not, of course, nuts, but legumes, as you’ve
no doubt been told by anyone with a second grade education
whenever you say that Peanuts™ are your favorite nut. It’s
always frustrating when people do that. Yes, I had a similar
education and heard the same factism expressed by my
teachers. I am also aware, because of my public school
education, that it is one of only two contributions to the
world made by African-Americans, the other being the
chamber ensemble featuring both an oboe and an English
horn.

“There is a Great Amount of Traffic
Upon the Republic’s Road-Paths”
An Essay of a Humorous Nature
By R.G.H.L. Sneed,
Bovineuticist and Farmer
One of my cows threw a shoe on the day previous to yester’s
day. For indeed, I am the sort of person who shods their cattle. Elsewise
the cows would get their feet wet. This would force the payment of a
doctor’s fortune in bills for drying out cow socks as it is wet in their
pastures. Why, it’s quite possibly as bad as what the farmwomen give
term to as “blasted bladder” when the milking be not done on time.
When one of my cows, a fine one I call “the Sunday after
next’s beef-steak,” threw her shoe it forced me to board my carriage
so that I might venture to the county-seat to make purchase of a new
shoe and have several rotted teeth pulled from my head at the same
time, for it is convenient to do so. Of course, I would have to stop at
the public house before that as they provide better distilments for
pain soothment than does the smith.
After hitching up my horses, Buttercup and Horse, I headed
up the main road toward the highway for a furlong and a half before I
turned about upon the realization that I left my cow at home, having
forgotten it. A bit again I set off, this time with the cow hitched to the
carriage, so to save my horses the wear. Take the horse to town as
often as the knife to whetstone, I always say. Thus I again wended my
way through a furlong and a half. Then wending I did pass another
quarter league, passing quickly by Mrs. Transom’s ill-reputed
establishment for fear of my immortal soul, before I was set upon by
scabrous abomination.
No, it was not the Devil, nor was it an uneasily dismissed
tinkerer. Instead it was that thing belched forth by the former and
indubitably worked upon by the latter: a horseless carriage. The
machine perambulated about like a locomotive off of its laid track. As
a locomotive that had had a glass too much of sherry. If you follow my
manner of speaking.
Behind its vomitous of fume and bilious miasma I traveled
for at least fourteen stones’ throws and a ha’mile more as some birds
may choose to flit through the sky, until finally it turned onto the road
toward Savannah. Here I stopped my journey by the Culpepper’s
scarecrow and said a short prayer that the Good Lord protect the
people of Savannah from that horrid device which was ever-thwartling
toward them. The scarecrow gave appearance to agree with me.
Why would man, forged from some very hard substance in
the image of his Creatitian, choose such immoral travesty over a
standard carriage? I need not remind you, as my little wife Penny
Smetters Sneed (wise yet for her 16 years) pointed out, that Christ
rode an ass into Jerusalem though it was within God’s mighty strength
to call forth a horseless carriage if He had so desired. This was not the
case, and it makes me glad, for I would shudder to see a stained-glass
representation of Our Lord bedecked in a rider’s apron and goggles.

Perhaps some gentlemen enjoy kerosene powered contraptions; the
motor-coach or the motor-kite. Next that Mr. Edison will attempt to
invent a motor-table or a motor-chair; perhaps even a motorized
rabbit which moves across one’s estate eating the grass.
Mind you, of course, some think this new Era need be about
movement. Movement in steam-driven ships, movement in aero-planecraft, movement in motorized carriages. To me, the whole thing, and I
must remind literate ladies to read no more of this particular sentence,
reminds me of a different sort of movement, one made in the privacy
of an outing house. Whatever some gentlemen may feel as progress, I
see as another sort of fancy; a foolish, frivolous fancy that weakens
the mind and constitution. Humbug, pure humbug.
Excepting, of course, that I did exchange my unshod cow for
a mechanical cow; it runs on kerosene. By Jove, when in Rome, do as
the Romans do, they say. Good day now.
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The Rorschach Pop-Up Book
St. Mertel’s nuclear-powered wind mill.
Native Tim Wright was the first man to dispute the fact that Saturn has rings.
Famed Lithuanian explorer Herich Lembrul was born there (yes, he’s from Splatonville).
Quasi-immortality serum.
Pornstar Moishe Lembelbach is an Elizabethian.
The ratio of stuff to things in Elizabethia is exactly ð.
Clitoral enhancement surgery was pioneered in Elizabethia.
Sturdy, particle-board chairs.
The nation’s only statute on polyamorous inheritance.
Plastic, imitation, non-functional corn-cob pipes.
High-speed wireless salamander communication.
The top-selling Barenaked Ladies Live at Shermer’s Hardware Store was recorded live at Shermer’s Hardware
Store in Macormick.
America’s largest strip mall is located along all 75 miles of Elizabethia State Highway 5.
The Patunxet Meteorite Crater is, at 1 meter wide, the state’s largest crater.
John Quincy Adams’ conception place, also the state’s oldest pub.
The Northeast’s only 1:1 human body exhibit: Elbert Jenkins.
The Elizabethia Governor’s Mansion is the only Governor’s Mansion made entirely from maple and oatmeal.
Owensville’s Amputee Emporium.
Elizabethia has the highest concentration of benches per capita in the world at 423 per person.
Radiohead lead singer Thom Yorke performed more shows in Elizabethia on his solo tour than in any other
geographic area recognized by the U.S. Census Bureau.
The International Framing Olympics is held throughout the state every five years.
Elizabethia is in the top six states by riding lawnmower ownership.
World’s third oldest umbrella testing area outside Hommetsboro.
Famous Wade’s sells bottle rockets two for a penny.
The “Slow, Children at Play” sign was first introduced on Mayfair St. (also in Splatonville).
Blackbeard’s beard comb can be viewed at the Maritime Museum (currently on tour).
The state’s lowest point is underwater.
Though fictional Mayberry was set in the neighboring state of North Carolina, the gas pumps from Gomer’s were
imported from Elizabethia.
The character of The T-1000 was based on former Elizabethian governor Diamond “Diamond Mitch” German.
Pocket shrews are such a nuisance for Elizabethian farmers that the branded rattler was introduced to keep them
in check. It failed.
Though the four-pronged electrical outlet failed to catch on, they’re still used in 24% of Raffeyville homes.
Abbotstown features the only shark-themed bowling alley on the entire Eastern Seaboard.
The X-Files episode “Bump in the Night” featured Elizabethia resident Betty Hargrove in the key role of “Patient
#3.”
Instead of using the words “perhaps” or “maybe,” locals tend to say “may’hap.” This may startle many visitors.
Until 1981 Elizabethians had a series of fourteen different positions for mailbox flags, allowing for greater
communication than the standard binary system popular throughout the country.
Ghender is known throughout the South East as the “Blind Date Capital of the South East.”
On his way to Mexico City, the exiled Trotsky had a brief lay-over in Elizabethia, where he ironically purchased
several icepicks.
The Ummer Pantworks in Fester produces more pleats in one day than Europe produces in eight years.
Triften is the only city in America that does not fall under any designated ZIP code.
Thompson Elementary School is celebrated as the “Home of Homework.”
Brandenburg, EL’s gate is rather different from its German counterpart.
Elizabethian lobsters tend to be, on average, slightly bluer than those from Maine.
The excellent 230 area code.
In 1995 the state ban on ADP was lifted, finally allowing for cellular respiration.
The Braynard Family Restaurant serves seven kinds of custard.
Catatawa River Site manufactures Uranium PU-36 for use in space modulators.
Milk is taxed at an astounding rate of three hours of community service per gallon.
Deep, deep spoons for maximum soup intake.

CLassified AdvertisEments
FOR SALE
One coupon entitling
bearer to a free back
rub. £5.00 or best offer.
Backrub is from a
Ukrainian. Employee
Skaggs, Box 201.
FOR SALE
Seven ideas I had
relating to Leprechauns
and Leprechaun society.
I did have a really
interesting idea about
drill bits used in
Leprechaun industry, but
that one’s not for sale.
$10.00 for each idea.
Includes certificate and
Leprechaun idea placard.
Jasonina, Room 4, Dalton
House, Chasdael, SA1YU4.
WANTED
Giant, solid chocolate
animal for use in my
exciting plan to depress
global
chocolate
markets. Ernie Steven
Bloomfield, Secret Cave
#3.
FOR SALE
Three lorry loads of Size
01 standard metric paper
clips. Free rabid badger
included. £500.00. Tony
Blair,
10
Downing
Street, London SW1.
WANTED
Hats of the Tudor
monarchs; Henry VII,
Henry VIII, Edward IV,
Mary the Catholic or
Elizabeth I. Will pay top
dollar or trade for
raspberry flavored lip
gloss. Hiem Yeat Gu, Box
8281.
FOR SALE
Pineapple upside down
cake. It wasn’t supposed
to be upside down and I
don’t want it anymore.
Kelly MacInnis, box
3482.

FOR SALE
Tired of rainy weather?
We’ve got a slightly-used
high pressure front
waiting for a loving
home. Comes with vinyl
carrying case. Sam and
Linda P. Chase, 771-3259696 extension 52.
SEEKING
Sexy brunette with curly
hair and great flanks.
Preference for tennis
balls preferred. Must be
Springer Spaniel. No
other type of spaniel
wanted. Especially not
Cavalier King Charles
S p a n i e l s .
eleanor@yahoo.com
POSITION AVAILABLE
Albanian accountant
needed to hit bread with
a hammer. Two hammers on
Tuesdays. We call it “Two
Hammer Tuesdays.” $5.80
an hour, plus access to
water fountain. Wally’s
Weasel World, Winter, WL.
FOR SALE
Gas-powered
carrot
peeler
for
$7.99.
Optional aluminum peel
bowl available for an
additional
$53.99.
Martina Combine, Left
Mule, PL.

Fifty

WANTED
Friends to whom I can
tell humorous anecdotes
at my next salon. Also
some experiences to tell
those friends about. And,
also, a home in which to
hold my salon. Will pay
•235. Please include a
definition of a salon.
Harvey Mulcahy at The
Ranch Bar & Grill, table
15.
FOR SALE
Red velvet pool table.
Fifteen 5 balls included.
Tony Calabash, box 3

POSITION AVAILABLE
Master criminal needed to
rob banks in Europe. Must
have brown hair, enjoy
scuba diving and drive
in a car with a red,
white and green flag on
it. Contact Carmen,
currently residing in a
country that begins with
the letter S.
WANTED
1/24 scale model of B-17
Super-fortress bomber.
Must be fully assembled,
Revell version from 19871988, fully painted. Will
pay up to seven dollars.
Range Mitke, Calgary, CC.
FOR SALE
Pie server. Highly used,
rusted through in several
areas. Handle broken in
several places, loosely
held together with scotch
tape. $73.00 or best
offer. Alfonso, #402,
Hepspring, MV.
FOR SALE
Diorama on my series of
“Caddyshack” fan-fiction
short stories. A must for
any
collector
of
seriously
off-beat
dioramas. Debbie R.
Placling, 772-282-2821,
call before 2 am.
FOR RENT
Glass mason jar. Contents
include vinegar, salt,
water, peppercorns,
garlic
and
small
cucumbers. Comes with
label and screw-on top.
$16 per week. Morton
Feldman, corner of 8th
St. and University Pl.
WANTED
Pair of corduroy panties.
Corduroy must be on the
inside. Mary Margaret,
Beautiful
Downtown
Augusta, Georgia.
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